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Abstract

We prove a result on compactness properties of Frechet-derivatives which implies that the Frechet-
derivative of a weakly compact map between Banach spaces is weakly compact. This result is applied to
characterize certain weakly compact composition operators on Sobolev spaces which have application in
the theory of nonlinear integral equations and in the calculus of variations.

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc.): primary 58 C 20, 46 E 35, 47 H 99.

1. Introduction and notation

Let (E, 9?) and (F, S) be topological linear Hausdorff spaces over the field R, and let
fi be an open subset of (£, 91). The 0-neighbourhood filter of (£, 9?) will be denoted by
Uo(£,9?).

Let <J> : (Q, 91 n Q) -»• (F, S) be a continuous map. For x e Q, y e £, t e R \ {0} such
that x + tyeQwe define

Let 3ceQ and C/eU0(£,91) satisfy x + U <= Q, and let B be a bounded subset of
(£,9?) which is balanced (that is, tB c B for all 11 \ ̂  1). Then since U is absorbing
there exists <5 e (0,1) such that A<S>(x, y, i) is defined for all 0 < 11 \ < 6 and all yeB.
Moreover we have

A<t>(x, y, t) e ~ (O(3c + SB) - 0>(3c))

for all .yeB, 0 < | t |<<5.
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A map 4>: (Q, 9 in f i ) -» (F, £) is called Fre'chet-differentiable at x e fl if there is a
continuous linear map A : (£, 9?) -> (F, S) such that

lim(AO(x,>',0-^(>')) = 0
r->0

in (F, (3) uniformly with respect to y on each bounded subset B of (£, 9?). In this case
the (uniquely determined) linear map A is called the Frechet-derivative o/O at x, and
it will be denoted by DG>(x) (compare Yamamuro (1974), p. 7, § 1.2).

DEFINITION (1.1). A continuous map O : (Q, 9? n £2) -> (F, S) is called compact
(precompact, sequentially compact, et cetera) af x e£2 if for each bounded subset B of
(£, 9?) there exists <5 > 0 such that O(x + SB) is relatively compact (precompact,
relatively sequentially compact et cetera) in (F, ©). <t> is called compact (precompact et
cetera) if O is compact (precompact et cetera) at every point of Q.

This definition differs from the notions of compactness of nonlinear maps one
finds elsewhere (compare Batt (1970), p. 5; Schwartz (1965), p. 34, Definition 1.39;
Yamamuro (1974), p. 43, (2.1.1); KrasnoseFskiI(1964), p. 15, 3). Compactness in the
sense of Definition (1.1) is implied by the notions of compactness of the above-
mentioned authors. Moreover, if (£, 9?) is a normed space, Definition (1.1) coincides
with the definitions ofSchwartz (1965), p. 34, Definition 1.39, and Yamamuro (1974),
p. 43, (2.1.1), and for linear maps (1.1) coincides with the usual definition of
compactness :

A continuous linear map T: (£, 9?) -* (F, S) is called compact (precompact,
sequentially compact et cetera) if for every bounded subset B of (£, 9?) the image T(B)
is relatively compact (precompact, relatively sequentially compact et cetera).

For several special cases the following proposition is well known (compare
Vainberg (1964), p. 51, Theorem 4.7; Schwartz (1965), p. 34, Theorem 1.40;
Yamamuro (1974), p. 45, line 8 from below).

PROPOSITION (1.2). Let $ : ( Q , 9 l n f l ) - » ( F , S ) be precompact and Frechet-
differentiable at xeQ. Then DO(x): (£, 9J) -> (F, S) is precompact.

PROOF. Let B be a bounded subset of (£, 9?). We may assume that B is balanced. By
hypothesis there is <5e(0,1) such that x + 5B c O and <fr(x + SB) is precompact in
(F, S). Let Keiro(F,S) be given. Then there exists ne(0,8] such that
AO(x, y, t) - DO(x) (y) e Fholds for all y e B and all 0 < 11 \ < n. We therefore obtain

c ( t

for all 0 < 111 < n. Thus D<t>(x)(B) is precompact in (F, S). q.e.d.
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2. Weak compactness of Frechet-derivatives

We now consider Frechet-differentiable maps $ : (fi, 9? n Q) -> (F, X) such that $
is sequentially compact for a linear Hausdorff topology ® <= 3; on F. We shall prove
that under some mild restrictions the Frechet-derivative considered as a map from
(£, 9?) into (F, ®) is also sequentially compact.

The proof of our result is based on the following lemma.

LEMMA (2.1). Let X be a set and Fa linear space. Let £ and H be two linear Hausdorff
topologies on F such that

(a) Scl.
(b) I is S-polar, that is X has a ^-neighbourhood base consisting ofB-closed sets.
(c) 2 is sequentially complete.
Let / „ : X -* F (ne No) be a sequence of maps such that
(d) l im^^ /„(*) =/0(x) Z-uniformly on X.
(e) fn(X) is relatively ^-sequentially compact for n > 1.
Then fo(X) is relatively S-sequentially compact.

PROOF. Let (yk; k e N) be a sequence info(X) and let (x ;̂ k e N) be a sequence in X
such that /ota) = yk(keN). Since for all n e N the set fn(X) is relatively ®-
sequentially compact, we find a subsequence (xk(J); j e N) such that for all n e N the
sequence (fn(xkU)); jeN) S-converges to some point zneF. We claim that (zn; neN)
is a I-Cauchy-sequence. Let VeH0(F,Z) be given. Since 2 is S-polar we may
suppose that Kis S-closed. (/„; neN) converges uniformly on X with respect to X
Thus there is n0 e N such thatfn(xk(J)) —fm(xk(J)) e Fholds for all j e N and all m, n ^ n0.
This implies zn — zmeVfor all m,n ^ n0 since Vis S-closed.

By hypothesis (F, I ) is sequentially complete. Thus (zn; neN) 2-converges to
some zeF. We show that ifo(xk(J)); je'N) S-converges to z.

Let VeU0(F, <S) be given and choose WeU0(F, ®) such that W+ W+ i f c F holds.
Since (/„; neN)converges to/0 uniformly on X with respect to I we find n0 e N such
that/0(x) — fn(x) e W holds for all x e X, n ^ n0. By the 2-convergence of (zB; n e N) to
z we find m > n0 such that z n - z e W holds for all n^m. Finally (/m(xfc(J)); j e N) ®-
converges to zm. Thus there is_/oeN such that/m(xk0)) — zme W holds for all j
Taking these three estimates together we obtain

e W+ W+

for all j ^ 70. Thus fo(X) is relatively ®-sequentially compact, q.e.d.
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PROPOSITION (2.2). Let S c % be two linear Hausdorff topologies on F such that % is
<B-polar and sequentially complete. Let O : (£2,91 n Q.) -> (F, S) be sequentially
compact atxeQ, and let $ : (fi, 91 n fi) -> (F, I ) fee Frechet-differentiable at x. Then
D<J>(x): (£, 9?) -> (F, S) is sequentially compact.

PROOF. Let B be a bounded subset of (E, 9?). We may assume that B is balanced. By
hypothesis there exists <5e(0,1) such that x + t B c f i and <b{x + tB) is relatively S-
sequentially compact for all 111 ^ S. Now we choose a sequence (tn; « e N) in R \ {0},
|tB| <<5(«eN), t n - • G(«-• oo) and apply Lemma (2.1) with X: = B, fn(y): =
AO(x, y, tn) (neN, yeB) to obtain that DO(x)(B) is relatively S-sequentially
compact, q.e.d.

In particular Proposition (2.2) applies to every sequentially complete locally
convex Hausdorff space (F, 2) if we take for £ the weak topology o(F, F').

For a large class of locally convex Hausdorff spaces (F, %) the relatively a{F, F')-
sequentially compact sets and the relatively a(F, F')-compact sets coincide. For
instance, all locally convex Hausdorff spaces (F,£) which admit a metrizable
topology coarser than 1 share this property (Floret (1978), p. 30 and p. 39 (2)). We
only note one special case.

COROLLARY (2.3). Let (F, 1) be a Frechet space, and let <D : (Q, 91 n Q) — (F, X) be
Frechet-differentiable at xeQ. //4> is weakly compact at x then DO(x) is weakly
compact.

3. Application to composition operators

Let / = (a, i ) c R be a bounded interval, 7 : = [a, b~\. For me {0,1,2} and
p e [ l , oo) we denote by W"iP(/) the usual Sobolev space,

W™'"(/) : = {ueL"(I); uU)eLp{I) for 0 < j < m},

l/p

(compare Adams (1975), p. 45). For ueCm(J) we define

II"IU.oo : = max {\ifi\x)\; xel, 0 <y < m}.

Let @ : 7 x R - > R and ¥ : J x R x R - > R be continuous. We consider com-
position operators of the form

(3.1) 0i)c(u)(x): = 0(x,u(x))

(3.2) ^ (u) (x) : = »P(x, u(x), u'(
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These composition operators play an important role in the theory of nonlinear
integral equations (KrasnoseFskil (1964), p. 46; Vainberg (1964), p. 147) and in the
calculus of variations (Michlin (1972), p. 33ff.).

If 4* is sufficiently smooth, we write ¥,., 4V* instead of d/¥, d^j, & = 1,2,3). By
4^,. and ^Fjn, we denote the composition operators generated by 4*, and 4*^
according to (3.2). The corresponding notation is used for @ instead of x¥.

For convenience of the reader we collect first some elementary statements
concerning Sobolev spaces which we use later.

(3.3) Cm(T) is dense in (**""• p(/), || • ||mp) (Adams (1975), p. 54, Theorem 3.18).

(3.4) For m = 1,2 and p e [ l , oo). there exist continuous embeddings

(3.5) For m = 1,2 and p e [ l , oo) the inclusions

im--(Vr-W\\-\lJMWm-Up(l),\\-\l-i.P)
are compact (Adams (1975), p. 144, Theorem 6.2, (4) and (6)).

(3.6) For every open subinterval J in I the restriction map
Rj : (H"»-'(I), || • \l<p) - (W-"(J), || • ||M,p), RJM) : = u \ J,

is (defined, continuous and) surjective.

(3.7) For m = 1,2 and p e [ l , oo) the differentiation map

M^p(/),INL.p)-(w/m"1>'mlNL-i,P)
is (continuous and) surjective.

(3.8) Let weWl-"(I) satisfy | w(x)\ 7* 5 > 0 (xe'I). Then

[w] : (W'V), || • ||i J - (W'-'il), || • ||liP), [w] (II) : = w u,

is a topological isomorphism.

Now we return to the study of the composition operators. Let H be a ||- | | I J 0 0-

bounded subset of Cl(7); then there are compact intervals K , K ' c R such that
(u(x), u'(x)) eKx K' (xeT,ueH) holds. Moreover, the restriction of 4* to 7 x K x K'
is uniformly continuous. Using these facts we obtain

(3.9) Let H be a bounded subset of (Cl(I),\\-\\ltJ. Then T^H) is bounded in
(C(T), || • | | J , and the restriction 4% | H ofV^ : (C\T), \\ • ||,. J -> (C(I), \\ • \\J to H is
uniformly continuous.

A similar statement holds for © instead of 4/.
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(3.10) Let M be a bounded subset of (C(I), | | | | J . Then 0+(M) is bounded in
(C(7),||-||J, and the restriction 0 J Af of ©„: (C(7),||- \\J -»(C(7),||- | | J to M is
uniformly continuous.

Using (3.3), (3.4), (3.9), and (3.10) one easily proves the following two statements.

(3.11) Let 0 : 7x R -> R have continuous partial derivatives up to the order two.
For every u e W2-P(I) the functions ©.,.(«) and &^(u)' are absolutely continuous, and we
have

Thus in particular &#(W
2-P(I)) c W2'"(I), and 0 * : W2-P(I) -> W2p{l) maps \\ • \\2<p-

bounded sets into || • \\2p-bounded sets.

(3.12) Let * P : 7 x R x R - > R have continuous partial derivatives up to the order
one. For every ue W2iP(I) the function ¥*(») is absolutely continuous, and we have

In particular >¥,(W2•"(/)) c WX-P(I), and 4% : W2•"(/)-» WUp(I) maps | |-| |2>p-

bounded sets into ||- | |j^-bounded sets.

There is one more proposition which we do not prove in detail, namely

PROPOSITION (3.13). Let v F : / x R x R - > R have continuous partial derivatives up
to the order two. Then Vif:(W

2-p(I),\\-\\2tP)^(W1-p(I),\\-\\lp) is Frechet-
differentiable, and we have

(u,ve\V2-"(/)).

The proof of (3.13) consists of a straightforward (but tiresome) estimate using (3.4),
(3.9), (3.12), and the mean value theorem for «P and %• (j = 1,2,3).

It is known that a compact composition operator 0 ^ : (LP(I), \\ • \\p) -> (LP(I), || • ||p)
of the form &J(u)(x) — &(x,u(x)) is necessarily constant, that is, this operator is
generated by a function 0 : 7 x R - » R which does not depend on the second
argument (compare for instance Krasnosel'skii (1964), pp. 30-31). We now show
that the composition operators of the form ¥„, behave similarly.
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THEOREM (3.14). Let *P : J x R x R - » R have continuous partial derivatives up to
the order two. For p e [ l , oo) the following statements are equivalent:

(a) dj¥{x, y,z) = 0 for all (x, y, z) e 7 x R x R.

(b) 4% : (W2»(I), || • ||2.p) - (Wl'V), II • ||i.,) is compact.
For p = 1 the above statements (a) and {b) are equivalent to
(c) T + : (W2-'(/), || • | |2,0 - {Wl- \I), || • \\u,) is weakly compact.

PROOF, (a) => (b): We define 0(x, y) : = *¥(x, y, 0) (x e I, y e R). According to (a) we

have 0#(u) = *P (̂u) (u e W2-P(I)). Let u e W2'"(I) and let 1/ be a bounded neighbour-
hood of u in (W2lP(/),||-||2.,)• By (3.11) the image ©*([/) is bounded in
{W2-"(l\ || • ||2,p), thus relatively compact in (WX-'{I), || • \\Up) by (3.5).

(b) => (a): This will be proved by contradiction. Assume there is (x, y, z) e / x R x R
such that vF3(3c, y, z) / 0 holds. Since ¥3 is continuous we may assume x e I. We
define u{x) : = y + z(x - x) (x e I) and obtain u e W2-"(I), T3*(«) (x) = 4/

3(x, y, z) # 0.
Since 4/

3+(u) is continuous (compare (3.4)), there is 6 > 0 and an open interval J c I
such that xeJ and |*F3!|1(u)(x)| ^ 8 holds for all xeJ. Using (3.5) we obtain that
v .-> T2#(u)- y, considered as a map from {W2»(I), \\ • ||2.,) into (W1 •"(/), || • | | l iP), is
compact. From (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8) we infer that v t-> R /^ j^Q) • y'), considered as a
map from (W2'P(J), || • ||2iP) into (WljP(J), \\ • \\iiP), is continuous and surjective and
therefore—by the open mapping theorem—is open. This implies that
t"^*3*(M)-u', considered as a map from (W2iP(J),||-||2>p) into (W1-^/),||-||1-p) is
not compact. (Alternatively one can construct a bounded sequence (vn; neN) in
W2'p(l) such that (*P3:)t(w) • v'n;n e N) contains no || • ||j p-convergent subsequence.)
Therefore (D«P J(fl): (W2"(I), \\ • ||2>p) -»(W'-'d), || • \\Upi

is not compact. This contradicts (b) by Proposition (1.2).
For p = 1 it is obviously sufficient to prove (c) => (a). We proceed as above to show

that t; •-» VF2*(")' v ls compact, and that v >-* Rj(*P3!(.(u)" v') is open. The latter now
implies that t; >-• Kj(T3+(u)-1/) cannot be weakly compact, since {WlA(J), || • ||i.i) is
not reflexive. ((£?(•/),|| • ||i) is a quotient of (W^UMHIi.i) by (3.7).) Therefore
(DTJ(ii): (W2'1(/),| |- | |2,i)^(W1>1(/),|H|i,i) is not weakly compact. This con-
tradicts (c) by Corollary (2.3). q.e.d.

ADDED IN PROOF: Lemma (2.1) remains true if S-sequentially compact is replaced
by S -compact.

For the proof of this variant of (2.1) let g be a filter on / o W 2 ; then the
corresponding minimal filter § : = {A + U; A eft, l /eU0(F,S)} has a trace © on
fo(X). Choose an ultrafilter & on AT containing {fel(G); Ge(5}. Now the proof of
Lemma (2.1) may be adapted to show that/0(S) is (3-convergent.]
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As a consequence Proposition (2.2) remains true if sequentially compact is
replaced by compact.
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